
The areas covered in the GEIS 2011 User Consultation include:

·         The use of depository receipts in preference to local shares

·         The treatment of stocks near foreign ownership limits

·         Fast entry timing in the FTSE Global Equity Index Series

·         The capping procedure in FTSE capped indices

·         The demand for new indices with alternative nationality definitions

·         The approach to American Dividend Annualisation

How to Respond to the Consultation

We would be grateful if you would spend 15 minutes to respond to our consultation and give us your views.
Please visit www.ftse.com/2011Consultation to view the consultation and respond online.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact us at consultations@ftse.com.

The consultation will close on 29 July 2011.

FTSE Global Equity Index Series User Consultation
June 2011

FTSE is inviting users of the FTSE Global Equity Series (GEIS) to participate in a market
consultation on index methodology. As a business we constantly strive to achieve the highest
possible standards in index design and calculation. Listening to the needs of the market has
been a critical factor in helping us to achieve our 15 year track record of innovation.

The feedback to the 2011 User Consultation will be presented to FTSE’s committees, with
proposals for any Ground Rules changes, and thence to the FTSE Policy Group for ratification.
FTSE Committees are made up of independent market practitioners.

www.ftse.com/2011Consultation


Use of Depositary Receipts in Preference to Local Shares
There are some circumstances where investment managers may prefer to hold Depositary Receipts (DR) in
preference to local shares, for example to reduce settlement risk, to overcome foreign ownership restrictions, or
– for example in the recent case of Millicom International Cellular S.A. – because the DR is the only means of
accessing the company. Under current FTSE index rules, DRs are ineligible and we would like to hear the views
of index users on whether the rules should be amended to admit DRs, and if so under what circumstances.   

Principle

1 In principle, do you support the inclusion of Depositary Receipts in the GEIS indices? 

2 If you do not support the inclusion of Depositary Receipts in GEIS, do you agree that, as in the current
rules, local share eligibility should be tested based upon combined local share and DR volume? 

Requirements
If DRs are to be included, are there specific requirements that should be satisfied?

3 Should fungibility of the local share to the DR be a requirement?

4 Should fungibility of the DR to the local share be a requirement?

5 Is it necessary that the DRs trade in the same time zone as the local share (for example there are ADRs
on certain Russian stocks)?

Circumstances
Assuming DRs are eligible and meet the requirements, if any, of questions 3 and 4, in what circumstances
should they be included in the index in preference to local shares?

6 • If there is no share alternative (for example Millicom)?
• Where a local share is difficult to trade, for example because foreign ownership limits have been

reached?
• If a local share fails the liquidity test (based on local share volume alone) but the DR passes (based

on ratio-adjusted DR volume alone)?
• If the ratio-adjusted volume of the DR exceeds the volume of the local line even if the local line

passes the liquidity test?
• If the ratio-adjusted DR volume passes the liquidity test even if its volume is lower than that of the

local share?
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Treatment of Stocks near Foreign Ownership Limits
In some countries that impose ownership limits on foreign investors, there are accepted venues in which
foreigners can trade amongst themselves. However, the prices obtained at these venues can differ from those
achieved on the domestic exchange. This can make it difficult for investment managers to achieve close tracking
of the index. In other countries, there is no generally used foreigner to foreigner trading venue, or if there is its
use may be undesirable because the prices that can be achieved are uncertain. In some such cases, there may
be a DR alternative (previous section). However, there is also the potential to reduce the stock’s investability
weight in these circumstances.

Use of Prices from Foreigner-to-Foreigner Trading Venues
For some countries, for example India, prices can be obtained from foreigner to foreigner trading venues.
FTSE is mindful that trading volumes on the foreign venue ebb and flow depending on whether the stock is
at or below its limit.  Frequent switching of the pricing source would be impractical and undesirable;
however, there may be stocks that seem to be persistently at their limits and where the foreign venue should
be designated as the primary source.    

7 Should FTSE seek to use prices from foreigner to foreigner trading venues for certain stocks trading at
or near their foreign ownership limits?

Reduction of Investability Weight
An alternative solution where there is no generally accepted foreigner to foreigner trading venue is to
reduce the investability weights of stocks near their foreign ownership limits.  For example, a stock where
foreign holdings are at 75% of their limit could have its investability weight reduced by half, at 90% its
investability weight could be reduced by three quarters, and at 95% its investability weight could be set
to zero.  

8 Would you support such a proposal?

Fast Entry Timing in GEIS indices
The Ground Rules for the Global Equity Index Series currently specify that stocks whose capitalisation exceeds
twice the capitalisation of the smallest company that falls within the top 68% of the index universe, by full
market capitalisation of the relevant region, are eligible for fast entry to the Developed series (Rule 7.1.1).
Stocks that meet this threshold are incorporated into the index at the close of the first day of trading.

FTSE is aware that some investment managers would prefer a later entry point to mitigate against the
immediate post-IPO volatility.

FTSE wishes to canvass opinion on the following:

9 Do you support the principle of fast entry for large IPOs and newly eligible companies?
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10 If you support the principle of fast entry, would you prefer fast entrants to be incorporated in the GEIS
indices at a later date?

11 If you would prefer fast entrants to be added after the first day of trading, please specify when they
should be added

12 If you prefer fast entrants to be incorporated in the GEIS indices at a later date, would you support a
lower threshold for fast entry, specifically one times the existing smallest company capitalisation?  This
would be consistent with the fast entry threshold for the Emerging series (Rule 7.1.2).

13 If you would not prefer fast entrants to be incorporated in the GEIS indices at a later date, would you
prefer the entry threshold to be set higher to, say, ten times the smallest company capitalisation so as
to reduce the frequency of fast entrants?  This would be similar to the threshold for fast entry into the
FTSE 100.

Capped Indices
For many capped indices, FTSE supplies the capped weights on the close immediately prior to the effective date.
Investment managers find it difficult to rebalance to these weights at the following open.  To assist portfolio
managers in this regard, FTSE is proposing to supply indicative capped-weights in the five-day tracker products.
However, for many indices FTSE believes that the capped weights could be set some period, say 5 days,
in advance.

14 Do you agree that, except where indices are produced to satisfy regulatory requirements, FTSE should
set capping weights five days in advance?

15 For indices that are deemed to be UCITS compliant (and so for example obey the 5/10/40 rule), FTSE
believes that capped weights will still need to be calculated at the close immediately preceding the
effective date.  Do you agree?

16 Are there any other indices which you believe FTSE should continue to cap immediately prior to the
effective date?
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Alternative Nationality Definitions
FTSE would like to consult users on the likely demand for single-country, or regional, indices which are
constructed according to different eligibility criteria. GEIS currently uses a nationality definition based around
incorporation and listing which results in relatively few orphan stocks. This has worked well historically but there
has been a recent trend for companies to maximise their access to equity capital by seeking listings in
jurisdictions such as Hong Kong which have deep capital markets but which are not necessarily connected to
their countries of incorporation, sources of production, or sales. L’Occitane and Prada are two recent examples.
FTSE has received feedback from certain users who believe that FTSE should construct local indices that employ
different eligibility requirements to those of GEIS. These new indices would be targeted at those investors
seeking to gain a purer exposure to a country’s economy.

17 Is there a demand for an additional local, or regional, index series?

18 If yes, which of the following do you think should be included to employ a narrower definition of
nationality? 

19 The current nationality rules for GEIS tend, in the absence of coincidence between incorporation and
listing, towards allocating nationality according to the listing venue with greatest liquidity. As a result
of these rules, there are relatively few orphan stocks and index users obtain access to the widest
opportunity set. Do you agree this approach remains appropriate?

American Dividend Annualisation
When annualising dividends for yield purposes in US and Canadian indices, FTSE follows the US convention of
multiplying the last quarterly dividend by four.  Elsewhere, FTSE sums ordinary dividends paid over the previous
twelve months.  FTSE would like to consult on whether users would prefer a more consistent approach.

20 Do you agree that FTSE should adopt the historical dividend convention in US and Canadian markets in
preference to extrapolating the last quarterly dividend so that dividend yields are calculated on a
consistent basis globally?

21 Alternatively, would you prefer FTSE to continue with the current conventions which differ by region?

22 Would you like FTSE to supply both calculations for US and Canada?
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